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RAcoin is a universal utility token that successfully meets the needs of both online and offline 
tiers of modern entertainments and sport betting, and also can be accepted as a regular 
payment method. RAcoin is dedicating to developing a fair, transparent and fantastic 
cryptocurrency ecosystem, and creating a vivid blockchain economy and balanced 
ecosystem for the global betting gaming community. RAcoin will be a unified and 
commonly-used token that fully meets all the needs of the online and offline gaming industry. 

Blockchain technology:  delivers significant benefits to the gaming industry. Generally 
speaking, a public chain brings era-cross and board-cross influence to gaming industry. Key 
defining features are transparency and irreversibility. 

Blockchain ensures:  the data of users, rules, stakes, and results are transparent and 
irreversible. By storing all transaction details on the public chain, it eliminates the potential for 
fraud that plagues the conventional gaming industry, building confidence in the gaming 
platform.

Smart Contract All transactions, including bets and payouts, are agreed by all parties and 
immutably written into a customized smart contract. Once the contract is written, its terms 
are automatically carried out, so neither party need worry about breach of contract.

Encipherment encryption features:  efficiently and protect users' sensitive information, 
especially for those VIP users who have strict requirement for privacy. At the same time, it 
increases the security and service quality of the platform. 

Finally, a blockchain-powered platform:  is not limited by geographical restrictions. Users can 
participate games from anywhere at any time through blockchain gaming platforms.



The betting gaming industry is a highly prospective segment of the world economy 
which continues to maintain a stable growth rate. In 2017, the gross win of the global 
gaming market was estimated at about 465 billion U.S. dollars. The market has more 
than doubled since 2001, and is forecast to grow even more. Incredible achievements 
and prospects have provoked a huge wave of investment. 

The last several years were headlined by skyrocket growth within the iGaming 
segment, yet online gaming has not cannibalized the traditional gaming revenue.  
Quite the opposite, it stimulates land-based entertainment ventures. Many jurisdictions 
are seeing positive shifts in their legislation, creating significant expansion opportunities 
in new areas. The global gaming market grows ever greater, facilitating increased 
activity for existing players and easy entry for new enthusiasts.
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Traditional Entertainment vs Blockchain Betting Gaming
Breakthrough advancements are rare in such a large, established and heavily regulated industry as betting gaming. The biggest revolution has been online 
gaming, which makes participation more convenient to gamers, but still lacks true transparency and privacy. With the help of blockchain technology, a new 
level of security and fairness can be established across the industry. Cryptocurrency gaming powered by blockchain has been available for quite some time, 
and the number of platforms offering both fiat and crypto payment options has steadily increased. However, the community requires something more. There is 
a strong demand for a native unified cryptocurrency that can fully meet all the needs of the global gaming industry. This is the issue RAcoin strives to solve.
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BUSINESS MODEL

Traditional online gaming has too many blind spots. It’s no surprise that in the
long run gamers begin to doubt if results of games they play are generated fairly 
and objectively. This is a key reason why online gaming based on blockchain will 
revolutionize the industry. Unlike with traditional online gaming, blockchain-powered 
data processing of internet gambling is fundamentally open and decentralized. 

If we go deeper into technical details of how traditional online gaming operates, 
we can formally divide the processing part into two tiers – front-end and back-end. 
No real data processing ever happens directly on the website because the system 
would be defenseless from hackers. All computations and calculations take place 
on third-party servers that are private and inaccessible to regular users. 
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Smart Contract

Ethereum is a decentralized, public, blockchain-based platform that runs smart 
contracts. A smart contract is an application to digitally facilitate, verify, or enforce 
the negotiation or performance of a contract. It is programmed without any 
possibility of censorship, fraud or counterparty risk. As an open-source computing 
and operating system, Ethereum platform enables developers to create their own 
cryptocurrency tokens for different usage. Following the Ethereum token standard, 
called ERC20, makes tokens more coherent with the purpose they were created for.

RAcoin token, powered by Ethereum 

smart contracts, is a pure utility token that meets 
the ERC20 standard and can easily be 
implemented in gaming activities. 

ERC20 Token

ERC20 is a smart contract standard which is generally 
accepted by the crypto industry. Tokens that support 
ERC20 can be easily added to many wallets. Also they 
are traceable for any Ethereum blockchain explorers 
and can be easily added to exchanges (including 
decentralized exchanges).



PAYMENT

The token’s offline utility provides variable payment method, which guests can 
choose to use for all the services provided in the hotel. Even a bottle of water 
can be purchased either via common means of payment — cash, checks, 
credit cards — or RAC. The main reason to use tokens is profitable, 
convenience and privacy.

RAC can also be used to pay for a number of services that are part of the 
RAcoin ecosystem. When paying for services in tokens a user may receive 
extra VIP services for free.

3.3 UTILITY
RA Entertainment Inc. is planning to develop more offline utilities, as well as 

developing a comprehensive resort which contains hotel and entertainment.

The team of RA Entertainment Inc. continuously monitors the hi-tech and 

fintech industries to be effective participants of global trends. As a result, the 

company could not overlook the enormous potential of blockchain 

technology – an essential part of the fourth digital revolution. It will develop 

online and offline ecosystem by using RAcoin.

JACKPOT

The RAcoin smart contract includes an “operating jackpot”for token holders. 
The “transferWithReserving” and  “transferFromWithReserving” functions are 
used for transferring tokens. If the customer chooses to participate in the 
jackpot, he pays an extra 1% on top of the price of the product or service. That 
extra 1% from all participants' transactions will accumulate in a standalone 
account powered by smart contracts. 

Each time the sum on the account reaches 100,000 RAC the jackpot is played 
out to a randomly selected winner.



RAcoin is cryptocurrency that was created especially for the global betting gaming industry. RAcoin can be traded on various online 
platforms as fiat, giving users the freedom to choose their preferred payment method. Players are motivated by lower fees for 
withdrawing money when compared to fiat. 

RAcoin utilizes gamification techniques to motivate gamers to learn more about blockchain and crypto economy. 

The mission of RAcoin is to eventually become a unified and commonly used token that fully meets all the needs of the global online 
gaming industry. It will be the first decisive step towards a legal online casino entirely based on blockchain. 

Deposits and winning withdrawals for 
online gaming platforms which have 

joined RAcoin ecosystem. 
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RA Wallet is DApp, it has more features compared to other normal wallets:

ü supports cryptocurrency withdrawal 

ü supports coin to coin trading 

ü supports OTC trading with fiat 

ü supports betting games with RAcoin

ü Supports RAcoin’s own beetle game

Advantages of RA Wallet
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Initial club model everyone can be the dealer!

Users can set up their own games in club, and set customized rules, odds 

and limits, and open it as a standard or VIP room with customized payoff.

Agent mechanism apply for operation

The RA-game App builds a decentralized platform,  which can publish thousands of 

online gaming platforms effortlessly, and they can be operated by agents around 

the world.

Agents who have authorization from RA-game, can provide a customized gaming 

experience for their users, and bring them an unprecedented gaming experience 

combining traditional gaming with blockchain technology.

When agents are ready, RA-game will provide them a complete gaming system, so 

agents only need to apply to operate their own game platform.
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RAcoin mobile gaming App launch. 
Token integration. Listing on exchanges. 

Extending partners network. 
Development of RAcoin 
community. Marketing.

Development of public chain 
of RA Entertainment 

community.
Gathering project team, preparing for 
official company registration, online 
gaming development, agreement 
with European gaming company

2017 JAN

2018 JAN

Registration of legal entity 
RA Entertainment Inc.

Preparing for RAcoin 
token sale 

2018 FEB

2018 MAR

RAcoin Pre-sale

Registration of legal entity  
RA Development Foundation Ltd.

2018 MAY
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RAC Token
The RAcoin token, issued by RA Entertainment Inc. , is 
abbreviated RAC”. The total supply is fixed at 20 
billion RAC.

RAC powered by Ethereum, is decentralized 
cryptocurrency asset. It is a pure utility token that 
meets the ERC20 standard and can easily be 
implemented in gaming activities. 

5.1 Distribution Of RAcoin Tokens
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5.2 Use Of Received Funds
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ü Invest in blockchain projects using RAC, receiving 
priority and discounts for earlier investment.

ü RA exchange will be pioneering exchange 
specifically built for gaming ICO projects, allowing 
users to using RAC with lower trading fees.

ü RAcoin is developing a payment method SDK, 
which provides blockchain DApp integration for 
traditional mobile apps.

RAcoin is listing on exchanges 
currently and plans to list on 
15 more exchanges this year

Use RAC directly to play games 
on RA wallet, RA-game and 
any other games that have 

joined RAcoin ecosystem 
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RA Entertainment Inc. is a high-tech company focused on extending blockchain technology and creating an advanced user 

experience in the entertainment sector. The team concentrates on developing and delivering effective and affordable solutions

both for online and offline utilities. The mission of the company is to implement blockchain technology as well as big data, AI and 

other critical innovations to develop a highly advanced blockchain lab.

We believe that we will build the best-known entertainment and research center that unites high tech innovations in the midst 

of picturesque nature. 

The team is collaborating with multiple resorts and land-based entertainment venues as well as diverse virtual entertainment 

platforms to distribute the solutions of blockchain, Al, big data, algorithm optimization and robotics worldwide. Though we put a 

strong emphasis upon technologies, we still advocate environmental protection and nature all the way. 



6.2
Introduction 

of

公司介绍

RA Development Foundation Ltd.

RA Foundation, the entity of RAcoin, will 
manage the technical development of 
RAcoin and associated applications, while 
safeguarding the rights of RAC holders and 
promoting the RAC brand. 

RA Foundation will establish the RA blockchain 
lab. By using blockchain technology and big 
data, AI, robotics and other technology, our 
tech lab can make even more contributions to 
a variety of industries. 

RA Foundation will incubate blockchain 
projects, and concentrate on developing 
and delivering effective and affordable 
solutions for both online and offline 
applications. 
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Statement
This document is only using for information transfer. It is not meant to provide suggestions or 

invitations to buy stocks or securities of RA Entertainment Inc. , not even to have contract or 

commitment in any format. Terms of possession of RAcoin tokens preclude the right of ownership 

or the right to the property of RA Entertainment Inc. It also excludes any influence on decision-

making in business development. However, personal opinion and feedback of users as members 

of the community will be taken into account when discussing development-related issues. 

Risk Tip
RA Entertainment Inc. affirmative disclosure, investors who choose to invest declare that (s)he 

knows relative risk, and is willing to bear all consequences.

RA Entertainment Inc. affirmative disclosure, we do not bear any loss that investors may incur by 

investing this project.



Thank You!
Our goal is to extend partner network, and serve the entire betting gaming industry. The 

long term goal is to develop our public chain. RA Entertainment Inc. focuses on both offline 

and online entertainment services at the same time. We will apply every effort to achieve 

our goals, and to become the benchmark of next generation blockchain entertainment. 
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